beer buzz

Spring Forward

Brewers use spring seasonals to audition innovative beers

W

inter may mean snow and ice for the northern
half of the country, but in the world of seasonal
craft beer, spring has begun. Typically launched in
January, spring beers have the poorest sales performance of
the seasonals, but brewers say that’s no reason to ignore the
opportunities they offer. Craft beer producers often use spring
to come up with interesting and innovative brews.
Beer drinkers have become accustomed to expecting
certain products during the year. The end of summer brings
pumpkin beers and malty Oktoberfest brews. Winter and the
holiday season highlight darker, flavorful beers, and when
the days are warm, drinkers can choose from a wide selection
of lighter summer beers. But there are no expectations with

Spring seasonals like Samuel Adams Cold Snap offer consumers an
alternative to the heavy ales of winter and a transition into summer.

spring beer styles, which may be part of the reason for sluggish sales. Craft beer sales dip during the first three months
of the year, rebounding just as summer beers hit the shelves,
according to Nielsen Scantrack data.
“Historically, brewers would make lighter beers in the
summer and heartier ones for sustenance in the winter,” says
Jennifer Glanville, brewer and manager of the Samuel
Adams Brewery in Boston. “They also used seasonal ingredients they had on hand, such as fruit, herbs and spices, to
enhance their brews. Although nowadays we have the ability
to make beers with a variety of ingredients year-round, there’s
still something special about celebrating a certain time of
year using seasonal ingredients.”

Samuel Adams has changed its spring seasonal offering
several times over the decades, starting with a double bock in
1988. Last year, Samuel Adams replaced its Alpine Spring
unfiltered lager with the Belgian-style white ale Cold Snap.
Sold nationwide from January through mid-March, Cold Snap is
available on draft, in 12-ounce cans and bottles in six-packs
($7.99 to $9.99, depending on the market) and 12-packs
($14.99 to $17.99), and as part of the Samuel Adams Spring
Thaw Variety 12-pack ($14.99 to $17.99).
Spring is a period of transition, and the beers developed by
Widmer Brothers try to reflect those in-between months, says
brand manager Brady Walen. “We’re looking for a beer to bridge
the gap between winter’s bigger, bolder beers and summer’s
lighter beers,” he says. “Often you’ll find brews that are milder
and tend toward the maltier side. Others are more refreshing.”
This year, Widmer replaced its spring seasonal Columbia
Common with Hopside Down. As the name suggests, the
brew is a “more hops-forward style of beer,” Walen says. It’s
brewed like an IPA, but with lager hops for a lighter finish.
Sold in 12-ounce bottles until mid-April in six-packs ($8.99)
and variety 12-packs ($13.99), Hopside Down comes in at
6.6-percent alcohol-by-volume (abv). The brew aims to attract
the growing number of consumers who prefer hoppier beer styles.
Salt Lake City, Utah–based Uinta Brewing Co. takes a more
unique approach with their seasonals, staggering the release of
four distinct beers throughout the early part of the year. From
December through March, Uinta sells its Yard Sale winter lager,
part of the Classic Line, in 12-ounce bottles and cans ($9 a
six-pack; $18 a 12-pack). From February to April, Uinta offers
Hyve honey ale, the spring seasonal in its Organic Line. Sold in
12-ounce bottles ($9 a six-pack), Hyve is the company’s beer for
transitioning from snow to summer. Uinta has two additional
spring beers in 750-ml. bottles as part of its Crooked Line: the
smoky-flavored Tinder rauchbier ($9) in January and February
and the Birthday Suit sour brown ale ($12) in March and April.
Uinta marketing director Lindsay Berk says the company
has learned what sells best during different times of the year,
noting that the seemingly slow spring beer sales may be a
matter of perception. “In the earlier part of the year, it’s a
little harder, only because the pumpkin beers are so popular
in the fall,” Berk explains. “Our seasonal brews sell very well.
We find lots of people in the spring are looking forward to
mw
getting out of the pumpkin and winter ales.”
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